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Flavour Knows 

No Boundaries



Step into a world of extraordinary taste 
with SNIPPERS from Amsterdam.

At SNIPPERS, our motto is “Flavour 
Knows No Boundaries” and we are 
passionate about sourcing the finest 
ingredients for all our products, 
allowing you to board on a captivating 
journey of flavour sensations!

Whether you explore our ORIGINAL 
collection by breathing new life into 
barrels or indulge in our brand-new 
BOTANICAL range, spicing up your 
and your friends’ lives, at SNIPPERS 
you hold the power to create your own 
unique tasting experience!

Embark with us on this exciting 
adventure and join he community 
of SNIPPERS enthusiast where we 
celebrate together the craft of flavour 
design and creation! 





Welcome to the Snippers Original Collection and experience 
the captivating art of barrel aging.

But how does it work? 

Follow the below steps and unleash your inner alchemist to 
create your own liquid magic.

 ORIGINALS 

STEP 1. Add liquor 

Pour a liquor containing at least 
30% alcohol into the bottle. 
Label it with the bottle date 
and the type of liquor used 
and experience the maturation 
process, resembling the aging 
of Whisky and Rum in wooden 
barrels.

Store the filled bottle in a cool, 
dark place. Let the wood work 
its magic, releasing flavours 
and colours over time. take the 
opportunity to taste the evolving 
liquor during the aging process. 
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STEP 2. Let the bottle age

While eight weeks is the recommended time, feel free to experiment 
with longer aging for even more fascinating results.

STEP 3. Filter & enjoy

        start             week 2            week 4          week 6          week 8

After eight weeks, it is now time 
to savour your homemade drink! 
Filter the liquor and pour it carefully, 
ensuring no wood bits make their 
way into your glass. 

The chips and cubes can be reused, 
so feel free to experiment with 
different liquors to discover your 
favorite flavour combinations. 

Proost! (That’s Dutch for cheers!) 
Enjoy this delightful experience 
responsibly.
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Introducing our 350ml bottles, filled with 
the finest barrel wood in 6 flavourful 
options. Despite their small size, they pack 
a powerful punch of flavour.

 ORIGINALS 350ml

Product size: 73x73x191 mm

Volume: 350ml

MOQ: 6

GRAPPA

SKU: SNRG03GR00SKU: SNRG03BB00

BOURBON

SKU: SNRG03CG00
 

COGNAC

SKU: SNRG03RU00
 

RUM

SKU: SNRG03GN00

GIN

SKU: SNRG03WH00

WHISKY
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Discover a world of flavor infusion with 
our Snippers Original 700 ml bottles 
collection, double the size for double the 
experience and double the fun! Available 
in 3 flavours with a nice cardboard box.

ORIGINALS 700ml

Product size: 94x94x229 mm

Volume: 700ml

MOQ: 6

SKU: SNRG07WH00

WHISKY

SKU: SNRG07GN00 

GIN

SKU: SNRG07RU00

RUM
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ORIGINALS GIFT PACKS

Check out our range of best-selling Snippers Gift Packs Glasses! 

A truly exceptional collection that combines elegance and quality. 
Select your gift pack and start your flavour journey by crafting your own 
drink with the 350 ml bottle filled with the barrel wood of your taste.

GIFT PACK WHISKY 

2 TUMBLER GLASSES

SKU: SNRGGPWH2G 

Product size: 233x81x199 mm 

Volume: 350ml

MOQ: 6

Whisky
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GIFT PACK RUM 

2 ROCK GLASSES

SKU: SNRGGPRU2G

GIFT PACK GIN

2 LONGDRINK GLASSES

SKU: SNRGGPGN2G

RumGin

Celebrate the results with the included 
exquisite and specially designed glasses, 
whether enjoying it solo or sharing the 
experience with friends. Indulge in the 
perfect combination of taste and style.
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Did you run out of Wood chips? 
We offer you the possibility of refilling your bottle, or any bottle!  Choose from our 6 
flavours, as these refill jars provide enough wood to barrel age 350 ml of liquor.

G
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A
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The Gift Pack Mix is the perfect gift for 
any Whisky, Gin and Rum enthusiast!
This delightful box includes a pre-
filled Snippers Whisky bottle and two 
refills, allowing you to age 350 ml of 
your chosen liquor. It is the perfect 
gift that combines convenience 
and craftsmanship for a truly 
enjoyable experience.

ORIGINALS GIFT PACKS

Are you ready to embark on a flavour 
adventure and create them all?
This pack includes 6 refill jars, each 
offering a unique flavour of barrel wood. 
Reuse a bottle, follow the instructions, 
add 350 ml of liquor, and immerse 
yourself in the joy of creating your own 
barrel-aged masterpieces. Experience the 
thrill six times over!

7 436956 434423 >

GIFT PACK MIX
SKU: SNRGGPMX3R

GIFT PACK 6 FLAVOURS
SKU: SPGP6

6 090451 085088 >

Giftpack size: 233x81x199 mm    

MOQ: 6

Single Refill size: 40x40x50 mm    

MOQ: 6

7 436956 434447 >

SKU: SPRW SKU: SPRG SKU: SPRR
 

SKU: SPRC
 

SKU: SPRB SKU: SPRA

WHISKY GIN RUM COGNAC BOURBON GRAPPA

7 436956 434454 > 7 436956 434461 > 6 090448 388321 > 6 090446 165122 > 6 090449 975964 >
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BOTANICALS COLLECTION
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BOTANICALS COLLECTION



Welcome to our new Botanical collection, where we’ve curated the finest 
ingredients with care. Embark on a captivating journey of aroma sensations, 
crafting your own unique spiced drink in a 350ml bottle and embrace the art of 
flavour creation.

BOTANICALS 350ml

Make your own 
Spiced Whisky with 
orange zest, licorice & 
allspice

Make your own 
Spiced Gin using juniper 
berries, cloves, and ginger

Make your own 
Spiced Rum with 
cinnamon, black 
pepper & allspice

STEP 1. Add liquor    
STEP 2. Wait 24 hours     
STEP 3. Filter & enjoy

SPICED WHISKY
SKU: SNBT03SW00

SPICED GIN
SKU: SNBT03SG00

SPICED RUM
SKU: SNBT03SR00

Product size: 73x73x191 mm
Volume: 350ml
MOQ: 6
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STEP 1. Add liquor    
STEP 2. Wait 24 hours     
STEP 3. Filter & enjoy

Introducing our SNIPPERS Botanical Gift Pack Mix, a captivating flavour adventure 
across Whisky, Gin and Rum. 3 flavours, (Spiced Whisky, Spiced Gin, Spiced Rum), 3 
matching glasses and 3 labels included to personalize your creations. Unleash your 
creativity and elevate your spirits experience with this Gift Pack!

BOTANICALS GIFT PACK MIX

Product size: 233x81x199 mm
Volume: 350ml
MOQ: 6

GIFT PACK BOTACNICALS
SKU: SNBTGPMX3R
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We are passionate about sourcing the finest ingredients for this bottle. Carefully 

selected, they invite you to embark on a captivating journey of flavours, where you 

have the power to create your own tasting experience.

Join our community of SNIPPERS enthusiasts as we celebrate the craft 

of flavour design

This Gift Pack includes one stylish bottle, three delicious botanical mixtures, and 

three labels for customization.
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Gin  350mL Rum  350mL

Cognac 350mL Bourbon 350mL Grappa 350mL

Whisky 700mL Gin 700mL Rum 700mL

 ORIGINALS 

Spiced Whisky
350mL

Spiced Gin
350mL

Spiced Rum
350mL

Gift pack
Botanicals

BOTANICALS

7 436956 434447 > 7 436956 434454 > 7 436956 434461 >

6 090448 388321 > 6 090446 165122 > 6 090449 975964 >

7 436956 434423 > 6 090451 085088 >

Whisky  350mL

Refill Whisky Refill Gin Refill Rum

Refill Cognac Refill Bourbon Refill Grappa

Gift pack
Glasses Whisky

Gift pack
Glasses Gin

Gift pack
Glasses Rum

Serving board Gift pack
6 Flavours

Gift pack
Mix
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Please be aware that 
our price list includes 
two sections: one for 
existing product SKUs 

and another for new product SKUs. 
The new SKUs will only be shipped 
once the existing SKUs have been 
sold out. This means that if you 
place an order for a new SKU, there 
is a possibility that you may still 
receive the existing SKU.

!



Website: www.snippers.shop
Telephone: +31 (0)20 259 50 95
E-Mail: snippers@happinova.com
Instagram: @snippers.shop

B O R N  I N  A M S T E R D A M

SNIPPERS
(by Happinova BV)
Nieuwpoortkade 2A
1055RX Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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